
Wireless 5W karaoke speaker with microphone
SKU: MHSPKARARIOBTW

Make your parties even more fun with this audio speaker and incorporated microphone

Why buy a wireless speaker with microphone: the advantages of the speaker

The Mini Rio, a 5W wireless speaker with microphone for karaoke , is an essential accessory for creating an engaging
atmosphere during parties, events, small conferences or training sessions in the gym. Amazingly versatile, it offers a quality audio
experience combined with intuitive features for easy and immediate interaction.

The speaker allows you to listen to music wirelessly or with TF Card

Designed to connect to all mobile phones, such as iPhones and Android, this 5W speaker lets you enjoy your favourite music
without the need for cables. In addition to the wireless connection, the speaker is equipped with a slot for a  32GB TF Card,
allowing you to insert your TF card and play stored songs directly from the speaker. This additional option gives you flexibility in
listening, allowing you to leave your phone at home and still have access to your playlist.

Easy management of music via keys

The management of the playback and volume functions is at your fingertips. You can easily adjust volume, pause or resume music
and change tracks using the integrated controls on the speaker. This ease of control allows you to manage the audio
experience seamlessly.

The audio speaker is portable and comfortable, thanks to its handle

The speaker has compact dimensions and it's portable, with a comfortable handle which simplifies transportation. Whether
you're throwing a garden party or a workout at the gym, you can easily move the speaker wherever needed to deliver immersive
audio.

The wireless speaker guarantees up to 5 hours of non-stop music



On a single charge, this wireless speaker delivers  up to 5 hours of continuous playback  . Thanks to the USB-C cable included
in the package, you can quickly charge it so you're ready to have fun without interruptions.

Microphone with modulation effects to make your parties unique

The incorporated microphone is a great addition to your karaoke or speaking sessions. Offers  5 voice modulation effects that
can transform your voice to create unique and entertaining performances. The microphone also charges via the included USB-C
cable, ensuring it's always ready for use.

Key features:

5W power consumption
Compatible with iPhone and Android
32 GB TF card slot
Volume management, play/pause music, track change
Carrying handle
Microphone with 5 vocal effects
USB-A to USB-C cable included



Wireless 5W karaoke speaker with microphone
SKU: MHSPKARARIOBTW

Technical data
Output power: 5W  
Operative range: 10 m  
Volume regulation: Integrated  
Battery: 500 mAh  
Buttons: Music management, Play/Pause, Volume control  
Microphone: Separated  
EAN: 8018417456886  
SKU: MHSPKARARIOBTW  
Weight: 350 g  

Logistics data
Amount Inner: 1  
Amount Master: 1  
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